Abstract. We announce and explain recent results on the computably enumerable (c.e.) sets, especially their definability properties (as sets in the spirit of Cantor), their automorphisms (in the spirit of Felix Klein's Erlanger Programm), their dynamic properties, expressed in terms of how quickly elements enter them relative to elements entering other sets, and the Martin Invariance Conjecture on their Turing degrees, i.e., their information content with respect to relative computability (Turing reducibility).
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LEO HARRINGTON AND ROBERT I. SOARE use the term "computably enumerable" for either class of sets. 2 We do not use "computably enumerable" interchangeably with "recursively enumerable" because they are not intensionally equivalent, but only extensionally equivalent.
Post 1943 introduced the formalism of a (normal) production system which was a generational system in contrast to the computational systems of Church, Gödel, Turing, and Kleene. This led Post 1944 to explore the properties of what he called effectively enumerable sets or generated sets rather than computable functions. He was particularly interested in the information content of a c.e. set A, namely what we also call its degree, usually under Turing reducibility (A T B), but also under certain stronger reducibilities studied by Post such as 1:1, m:1 and tt-reducibilities. Post's problem was whether there is a noncomputable c.e. set A which is incomplete, namely ; < T A < T K, for K the complete set fW e : e 2 W e g, where fW e g e2 is an effective listing of all c.e. sets. Post's problem was the central theme of Post's paper and of much subsequent research. Convention. From now on all sets will be c.e. unless otherwise mentioned.
To this end, Post considered certain "set-theoretic" properties of c.e. sets, i.e., those definable as "sets," e.g., using set inclusion, . For example, Post defined a simple set A to be a coinfinite c.e. set which intersects every infinite c.e. set, a property which is definable in the language L( ), because the predicate Fin(A) :"A is finite" is easily seen [12, Ch. X] to be -definable (every subset of A is complemented). Let E denote the partial ordering of the c.e. sets under inclusion, E = (fW e g e2 , ), and let E denote E modulo the class F of finite sets. 3 Lachlan has shown that a property of c.e. sets which is closed under finite differences is E -definable iff it is E -definable, so we can choose whichever structure is more convenient.
Among the properties originally considered by Post, simplicity and hhsimplicity are E -definable, but h-simplicity is not (see [12] ). (A set A is hh-simple if every superset is complemented modulo A by Lachlan 1968.) Post was searching for a c.e. noncomputable A whose complement while infinite was so thin that it forced A to be incomplete. Post's Problem was solved by Friedberg and independently by Muchnik with the introduction 2 This terminology is the same as that introduced in the 1930's and used since then, except for the term "computably enumerable," recently introduced, because Turing and Gödel did not explicitly introduce a term for these corresponding sets, but just for the computable functions. 3 Post 1943 and Myhill 1956 noted that E trivially forms a lattice because c.e. sets are obviously closed under union and intersection. Hence E is often called "the lattice of c.e. sets," but the lattice properties play very little role in the present results and in most of those cited. Thus, we prefer to refer to E here just as the partial ordering of the c.e. sets in order to stress that these results relate the set theoretic structure of a c.e. A to its information content.
of the priority method. Post's program remained open, however, and stimulated much research on the more general and fundamental question of studying the relationship between the algebraic structure of a c.e. set A and deg(A).
The set with the thinnest complement of all, a maximal set, was constructed by Friedberg 1958. Yates 1965 proved that maximal sets could be complete (thereby ruining the thinness idea of Post's program); Sacks 1964 proved they could be incomplete; and Martin 1966b proved that their degrees were exactly the high degrees, H 1 , those with jump 0 0 . This led to a great deal of activity beginning in the 1960's in classifying the E -definable properties and also led to results connecting the E -definable properties of A to the information content of A.
Marchenkov proved that -maximal semi-recursive c.e. sets are incomplete, and D. Miller later showed they are all low 2 . Soare [12, p. 73] gave a property characterizing low c.e. sets, and Ambos-Spies and Nies gave a property characterizing c.e. sets whose degrees are cappable (i.e., halves of a minimal pair). However, these three properties are all non E -definable by Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 below, respectively.
We now report on several recent results on these broad themes; the full proofs will appear in [8] , and five forthcoming papers by Harrington and Soare, [7, 4, 9, 5, 6] . Background information on E can be found in Soare 1987 and in the Handbook Chapter, [Soare, ta] . In x2 we describe a definable solution to Post's program, namely a nontrivial predicate Q(A) definable in L( ) over the c.e. sets which insures that A is incomplete. This property is shown to be closely related to a dynamic property of being so-called "2-tardy," namely a property like "promptly simple" which is measured with respect to how quickly elements appear in A under some enumeration. However, none of these dynamic properties is L( )-definable. The Q(A) property tends to slow down the enumeration of elements into A, forcing A to be incomplete. In contrast we describe an L( )-definable property T (A) which allows such a rapid flow of elements into A that A must be complete even though A may possess many other properties such as being promptly simple. We also present a related property NL(A) which has a slower flow but fast enough to guarantee that A is not low, even though A may possess virtually all other related lowness properties (low 2 and others) and A may simultaneously be promptly simple. In x3 we describe a new method generating automorphisms of E , which yields results that may be considered in opposition to the definability results and we study the possibility of coding a set into every nontrivial orbit. In x4 we consider an old conjecture of Martin about which classes of c.e. degrees are invariant, and we supply new evidence for the conjecture. Throughout all the sections runs the idea of dynamic properties as a kind of leitmotiv.
x2. E -definability and information content. We begin by producing an E -definable property Q(A) which guarantees that A is incomplete and thereby represents an E -definable solution to Post's problem. Next we exhibit a dual property T (A) which guarantees that A is complete but possibly simple, even promptly simple, and then a third property NL(A) which holds of no low set A but holds of certain low 2 sets and thus gives a kind of discrimination between sets of low information content and some others, and also gives a barrier to certain conjectured automorphisms.
2.
1. An E -definable solution to Post's problem. During a given point in the construction of a c.e. set X we let X denote the finite set of elements enumerated in X so far, and let X s denote the approximation to X by the end of stage s. We begin with a definition of terminology and notation. must eventually put x into B at which point RED is free to put x into A but not before. This implies that A is tardy (i.e., not of promptly simple degree, see Ambos-Spies, Jockusch, Shore, and Soare in [12, p. 284]), but it has just been discovered [4] that Q(A) imposes a much stronger tardiness property which helps us classify those sets which can be coded into any nontrivial orbit, see x3.
By analogy with the standard definition of A being tardy, define a c.e. set A to have the much stronger property [4] In connection with his study of the elementary theory of the c.e. sets, Lachlan 1968d (see [12, p. 193 , Def. 4.10]) defined A to be a small subset of C (written A s C ) using three quantifiers, (8X )(8Y )(9Z). Harrington and Soare [9] recently noticed that this is equivalent to the dynamic property which they call small tardy, defined as follows, where f ranges over nondecreasing computable functions.
This dynamic property 4 in turn led to an equivalent E -definable property [9, x2] simpler than Lachlan's with only two quantifiers and provided intuition into the concept of smallness.
2.2. E -definability and complete sets. Harrington has given an E -definable property which held of exactly the creative sets [12, p. 339]. Here we give a more sophisticated example of an E -definable property which guarantees completeness but holds for noncreative sets, in particular for promptly simple sets, and which answers a conjecture on automorphisms.
Theorem 2.3 (Harrington-Soare [5]). There is an E -definable property T satisfied by a promptly simple set
This also negatively answers a question raised by Cholak of whether for every promptly simple set A and high c.e. degree d there exists B 2 d such that A is automorphic to B. Define T (A) by: by the second clause of (7), so y n eventually enters A allowing ∆(n) to be redefined. We can construct a promptly simple A satisfying T (A) or sets C and A such that: A m C ; A is promptly simple; and C is r-maximal; by a construction like the Lachlan small major subset construction [12, p. 194].
E -definability and low sets. The previous property T (A) guaranteed
such a rapid flow of elements from C ? B into A that A was complete. The next property NL(A) is more subtle but guarantees a sufficiently large flow into A so that A is nonlow, but A can still be low 2 and hence incomplete.
(Recall that a c.e. set A is low n if A (n)
T ;
(n) and high n if A (n)
(n+1) , and similarly for c.e. degrees.) Define NL(A) by: To understand NL(A) we assume that BLUE satisfies the hypotheses of NL(A) in (8) and (9), and let R be the reply by RED. Let all sets be restricted to R. Let 1 be R ? C , 2 be C ? (B 0 B 1 ), 3 be B 0 ? A, 4 be B 0 \ A, 5 be B 1 ? A, and 6 be B 1 \ A, again interpreted dynamically. The second clause of (10) guarantees that R ? C is not c.e. , so there is a flow of infinitely many elements from state 1 to 2 . When such an element x arrives in 2 , BLUE can wait an arbitrarily long time but must eventually put x either into B 1 (providing x 2 A already because of the second clause of (6)) or he can put x into B 0 (state 3 ) from which RED must eventually move x into A (state 4 ) because of the first clause of (10) . (Note there is no flow from 2 to 5 only to 6 (5) and (6) x3. Automorphisms of E . Automorphisms are useful for two reasons.
First, if we are unable to exhibit an E definition of some property P (see L 1 in x4), then we may be able to produce an automorphism Φ of E mapping some A with property P to some B with :P, thereby proving P is undefinable in E . The second use is in the spirit of Klein's Erlanger Programm which is to classify some mathematical object such as a geometry in terms of the properties left invariant under its automorphisms. The first application of the automorphism method was to classify orbits of maximal sets following Klein's program.
To answer a question of Martin and Lachlan, Soare 1974 produced a new method for constructing automorphisms of E and used it to prove that any two maximal sets are automorphic. The method begins by choosing an appropriate skeleton for the c.e. sets (i.e., one member U g(e) from each class W e ) and then, by a fairly complicated construction, building an automorphism of E which is effective in the sense that there is a computable function h(e) such that Φ(U e ) = W h(e) . An automorphism Φ is ∆ Recently, Harrington and Soare [7] , and simultaneously Cholak [2] , building on some conversations with Harrington, combined the essence of the effective automorphism method with the tree method of Lachlan 1975 to produce a powerful new method for constructing ∆ 0 3 -automorphisms, and used it to prove, for example, the following.
Theorem 3.1 (Harrington-Soare [7], Cholak [2]). For every noncomputable c.e. set A there is a c.e. set B which is high (i.e., deg(B 0 ) = 0 00 ) such that
A is ∆ 0 3 -automorphic to B. Theorem 3.1 asserts that every nontrivial orbit contains a high set. This has some interesting corollaries for noninvariant classes as we shall see in x4. Before considering this, let us consider the relation of Theorem 3.1 to Theorem 2.2. Theorem 3.1 implies that Q(A) which prevents A from being complete cannot be extended to cause A to be low or even nonhigh. It says if we are willing to extend the target set from the complete degree to the high degrees, then the automorphism builder (BLUE ) wins. On the other hand, if we insist on mapping A to a complete set, what stronger hypotheses must we place on A? Theorem 3.2 (Harrington-Soare [7] ). If A is any c.e. set which is prompt (i.e., of promptly simple degree) or even if A is almost prompt then A is automorphic to a complete set.
Cholak, Downey, and Stob [1] proved this result under the stronger hypothesis "A is a promptly simple set," and Harrington and Soare extended this with the much weaker hypothesis "of promptly simple degree." They then realized that the essence of the hypothesis is a much weaker promptness property still, which they named "almost promptly simple," and which is based on the following notion of n-c.e. (also called n-r.e.) sets.
In related work Downey and Stob have proved that the class of sets known as HHM sets are all automorphic to complete sets. We discuss the relationship between HHM and almost prompt in [7, x12] . Also Harrington proved that there is no "fat" orbit, i.e., one containing a set in every nonzero degree. (ii) Such a sequence fX s g s2 is called an n-c.e. presentation of X . 12) according as n = 2k + 1 is odd or n = 2k + 2 is even. 
(15) (ii) We say A is very tardy if A is not almost prompt, namely if for every nondecreasing computable function p(s), the negation of (15) holds. In this case, if a fixed n works uniformly for all such functions p then we say A is n-tardy. Note that for the case n = 2 this is equivalent to our definition in x3 (3) of being 2-tardy which is a very important special case, as we shall see.
The results here on almost prompt sets and in x2 on 2-tardy sets stress the very important, but previously often hidden, connection between dynamic properties on one hand, and definable properties and automorphisms on the other.
Here is another unexpected connection. In Theorem 3.2 we put extra hypotheses on the set A so that it could be mapped to a complete set. Now we ask what hypotheses are necessary on a set D so that it can be computably coded into some set B in every nontrivial orbit. The answer involves the 2-tardy sets of x1 in an unexpected way. The orbit of A is the class [A] of all sets B automorphic to A, written A ' B. By a nontrivial orbit we mean the orbit of a noncomputable c.e. set A. (ii) We say X is codable if X can be coded in every nontrivial orbit, namely , and its associated property of D being 2-tardy, were originally introduced just to force the enumeration of elements into D to be sufficiently slow so that D would have to be incomplete. Now we see that it also forces a sufficiently slow enumeration so that the machinery building an automorphism Φ(A) = B has time to code into B the fact that x enters D. This connection of the speed of elements entering D to its codability into orbits is so interesting that we explore it further for a moment. a Thus, codable sets can be high by Theorem 3.1, while noncodable sets can be low (choose a low promptly simple set in Corollary 3.9). Therefore, one of our main conclusions is that the question of whether a set X can be coded into an arbitrary orbit [A] depends more on the speed of enumeration of X (prompt or tardy) than on its information content (high or low) .
Proof. If X T D and D is 2-tardy, then X T D T [A] for every
The fact that K is not codable has more to do with the fact that K is prompt (i.e., of promptly simple degree) than that K has complete infor- We must define the use function (n) to be a convenient element y not yet in B such that if n enters D, then we can gradually move y into B. The property of D being 2-tardy, as described after (3), will imply that there is a computable function g (played by BLUE ) such that if n wants to enter D, it must first declare that intention at some stage s and then wait until some stage t p(s) before doing so. Since the automorphism machinery imposes considerable delay in putting (n) into B after first starting the process, BLUE arranges that when n declares its intention at stage s, BLUE starts (n) toward B immediately and makes p(s) so large that (x) has arrived in B by stage p(s) before n has arrived in D.
The entire automorphism construction is more complicated and is played on a tree T of nodes. Thus, our actual coding procedure is a bit more complicated as it is performed repeatedly for several nodes α 2 T . Perhaps, (n) begins in the region R (defined in [7] ) with witness y < (n). Now in its journey toward D, element n passes through a series of "gates" G α for α 2 T with witnesses y α , each time undergoing a delay as above with G α in place of D. (In reality these sets G α are simply different names for the set D, at least for α f, where f is the true path through T.) After each successful entry y α into B, the use function is redefined to some number above y where = α ? , the predecessor of α and (n) passes from region R α to region R . Best of all, to complete the proof we do not need to know anything about the machinery for generating ∆ 0 3 -automorphisms of E . Rather, in [7, x7] we develop the full automorphism machinery and a coding theorem, which can be applied here without further proof. Further details can be found in [4] .
x4. Invariance. A property of c.e. sets or class C E is invariant if it is invariant under Aut(E ), and E -definable if there is a first order property in the language L( ) which defines it over E . A class C of c.e. degrees is invariant if it is the class of degrees of sets in some class C E which is invariant (e.g. if C is E-definable). For R the c.e. degrees and C R define H n = fa 2 R : a
g, L 0 = f0g, H 0 = f0 0 g, and C = R ? C.
The degrees in H n (L n ) are called high n (low n ) and the high 1 (low 1 As first stated, the conjecture stated that these were the only invariant classes among all nontrivial classes of degrees, but this was soon refuted by Lerman and Soare 1980 who showed that the d -simple sets form an E -definable class which splits L 1 . Therefore, the conjecture was modified to be restricted to just the jump classes and their complements. It was also modified to exclude the case of n = 0 because these classes tend to be pathological. The alternation of every odd H n and every even L n was inspired by the behavior of projective determinacy. The following immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1 confirms the Invariance Conjecture prediction for the downward closed jump classes for n > 0. For the upward closed classes H n and L n , n > 0, after the discovery of invariance of H 1 and L 2 , attention has been focused on L 1 because of the important role played by the low c.e. sets. Researchers had tried unsuccessfully to find a property for the definability player (i.e., the RED player) which would define the class of degrees L 1 analogously as the property "atomless" defines L 2 . The property NL(A) in x2.3 almost succeeded, but not quite.
After years of unsuccessful efforts by several researchers, Harrington and Soare discovered that L 1 is noninvariant, thereby giving further evidence for Martin's conjecture. However, when they started to write down the proof it became complicated because infinitely many automorphisms had to be constructed simultaneously. They thought through the problem again and found the following fairly natural property for the automorphism player (the BLUE player) called locally low so as to break the problem into two separate parts, and to give much more insight into the structure of E than the original proof. We can think of this as a guarantee that if at infinitely many stages we see a promise that some x 2 W e,s ? A s , then in the limit infinitely many (but not necessarily all such x) promises will be kept, in the sense that x will indeed rest in W e ? A.
The usefulness of this condition in building an automorphism Φ mapping A to B is clear because without it the RED player may play U 0 such that U 0 nA is infinite, causing BLUE to make Φ(U 0 )nB infinite also, but then RED plays U 0 ? A = ; and BLUE , who does not control B, cannot avoid Φ(U 0 ) ? B infinite.
We cannot construct D to have the properties in Theorem 4.3 and also have D semi-low. Indeed, our method is to make it nonlow by making D nonsemi-low. However, with the tree method of Lachlan we do not really need the full power of (16), but merely a local version which preserves the structural properties but not the information content properties. where Y x denotes the restriction of the set Y to elements z < x.
Suppose A and B are locally low. The tree giving the automorphism construction of Φ(A) = B will now have extra branching beyond [7] to guess at the correct i e 2 F e . Those g(j, s) for j < i e may not satisfy (2) and may not give enough room to build the automorphism, but their action will be finite; those j > i e may satisfy (2) but not (3), so their promises will not be kept, but the automorphism method will ignore their action. For the true g(i e , s) it will appear that the world is exactly as in the original case of semi-low with (16). Building a set D which is low 2 , locally low, and D is not semi-low is similar to the construction of a low 2 nonsemi-low set and is naturally done on a tree because the requirement for the latter produces an infinite sequence of Σ 2 or Π 2 outcomes which the nodes on the tree guess at, and which naturally tends to produce the tree-like locally low property.
